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Remember rhythm and rime*: Memory and narratives in science communication

*Should this be ‘rhyme’?

GENERAL COMMENTS I enjoyed reading this manuscript which provides a useful historical overview of early work that developed understanding of how humans remember. This is of fundamental importance in science communication. The value of stories in science communication is an area that warrants much more research and this manuscript should encourage that endeavour.
I have marked up the manuscript pdf with some minor copy edit suggestions.

My main recommendation is to update the manuscript with more current findings. Has anything been done that builds on this historical work? As I am not a cognitive psychologist, I cannot point out specific studies or new concepts, but I would be surprised if equipment that is now available and new research methods and ideas have not been used to elucidate some aspects of memory. For example, is there any work with tracking eye movements to measure engagement with story and then looking at recall? (I have no idea, but it would be interesting, and someone may have done something along these lines.) With all of the work on memory decline in ageing populations, it seems likely there would also be relevant information in neuroscience literature.

As it is, except for a handful of citations from 2000, the only cited references to studies done within the last 20 years are those of the author. Surely there is relevant work in this space. If not, that in itself is noteworthy and should be mentioned.

The list below includes a few references which the author may already have. While some of them may be tangential to the points the author wants to make, they could be used to elaborate the last section about narratives and science communication and would help by including more recent work.

